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Your relationships are invaluable...
Now you need a financing partner who strengthens them.

Super-Jumbo up to $20,000,000

$2,000,000 up to 80% loan-to-value

$3,000,000 up to 75% loan-to-value

$5,000,000 up to 65% loan to value

Conforming/High Balance Conforming

Private banking, institutional & portfolio Lending

When you think mortgage...

JOHN .COM

THINK
AJR TM

A home loan is one of the biggest financial 
decisions many of us will make.  With this in 
mind, I deliver incomparable customer service 
while tailoring loans to match your clients’ 
unique financial situations. I use my years of 
experience as a top producer in banking and 
finance to ensure the loan process is simple, 
fast, and stress free.

The end result?  Your clients receive a home 
loan that supports their financial growth while 
gaining complete confidence that they 
received the best deal available.

This is the advantage and peace of mind I 
deliver to advisors and clients every single 
day.

Deliver an outstanding resource to your clients
and let me obtain the best home loan for their 
specific requirements.



Unique loan programs 

Access to over 100 lending institutions

Extensive experience

Thorough knowledge

Uncompromising integrity

Incomparable customer service

JOHN .COM

THINK
AJR

“...John Soricelli is on a very short list of excellent, 
qualified, and caring Mortgage professionals with 
whom I am pleased assist me and my clients with 
our Mortgage needs...” 
  - Jeff Kleid, Elite Risk Services

“...(John) was able to recognize what direction we 
should be going with our mortgage and was clear 
about the process right from our first conversation...”
          - Ellen Picataggio, Farmers Daughter Hotel

“This is my 6th home and 8th mortgage and by far 
the smoothest and easiest process ever.  I really 
appreciate the service and support John and his 
team provided us.” 
       - Greg Campbell, V.P. UPS

   I understand that clients have multiple options when searching for a home loan. This is why 

          I foster LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIPS, where providing a loan is just the beginning. 

With me, it’s about a FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIP that is built on integrity and genuine consideration.  

      I will ensure your client’s mortgage is CONTRIBUTING TO THEIR WEALTH, 
                                                                        not just today but for many years to come.
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